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Bag business is big business at Schiphol
improve working canditions for its baggage-
implementing the innovative 70h/lB prosramme

ïo prepare for future growth and
handlers, the Amsterdam hub is

I msterdam Schiohol handles around

A *"il,ï:ï,iï*ï-# :"ffi :ïï ïïï;
180,000 bags on peak days. Of these totals,
41.5 per cent is transfer baggage, mostly from
aircraft operated by home carrier KLM and
its SkyTeam alliance partners which account
for about 70 per cent of flights at Schiphol.

A fully automated and flexible baggage-han-

dling system (BHS) is needed to handle these
extensive transfer baggage flows.

"These numbers [are] set to increase in the
coming years to 70 million items," said Mark
Lakerveld, senior baggage manager at Schiphol.
"To ensure this volume growth can meet proper
handling Schiphol and its partners KLM and
VIBM [Vanderlande Industries and IBM, the
BHS and soÍtware supplier respectively] have

been implementing the EUR800 million IUSD1.1

billion] 70MB investrnent programme."
Transfer baggage volumes at Schiphol have

grown yearly since the 1990s, reflecting KLM's
strategy to handle more transfer traffic. Schiphol
had been working on capacity expansion of its

BHS, but it struggled to meet the unstoppable
growth of bags, so Schiphol and KLM started to
co-operate more intensively. They began work
on the 70MB concept in 2000, with amendments
in 2008.

lntegrated approach
As there is relatively little room for infrastructure
expansion at Schiphol, 70MB is based on three
pillars: capacity growth and lo$stic services; in-

novation; and improved process management.

Service teams from Vanderlande, IBM and Bab-

cock Airports have been on site continuously for
servicing, maintenance and low-level control.

The four baggage-handling locations at
Schiphol are physically remote from each other.

To use every unit efficiently, it was decided to use

the West unit solely for origin and destination

I Baggage being processed in Hall D at Amsterdam
Schiphol. An ambitious project is being implemented
to boost baggage-handling capacity at the Dutch
hub,

baggage. This unit has been in use by handling
agents for SkyTeam carriers and other airlines
and is not the focus for capacity extension and
innovation under 70M8. The remaining three
units - Hall D, Basement E and the new South
Hall - are used mainly for handling transfer bag-

gage. KLM is the main user of these units. The
difference between West and the rest is called the
1+3 principle.

Backbone
Transfer baggage is often moved between the
three units. For instance, a bag arrives at Hall D,

where European flights are being made up, and
departs from Basement E, where only interconti-
nental flights have been made up. One Íeature oï
the 70MB system is that incoming bags enter the
system as close as possible to the arriving air-
craft, and outgoing bags will be loaded as close
as possible to the departing aircraft in contain-
ers or on trolleys.

Under 70MB, it was determined at an early
stage to connect all Íour units through a

backbone, to be built on the site of the old Cen-

tral unit. This backbone integrates all units to a
whole system, where the total capacity could
be used more efficiently. Lakerveld said: "Our
backbone is physically 75 per cent ready and is
scheduled for operation by the end oÍ2012."

70MB Part I comprises four sub-projects. Of
these, three have been completed: transfer
screening in Hall D; transfer unloading quays in
Basement E; and the South Hall. The main proj-
ect is the Backbone.

The Backbone is a transportation system that
connects all four baggage-handling units. This is
useful for several reasons. For example, the
Backbone makes the transÍer process more effi-
cient, and enables bags to be transported to an-

other unit and handled in case of a system fail-

ure. Work started early 2010 and are scheduled
for completion and operation by end 2012.

Transfer Screening Hall D
Under EU regulations, all hold baggage must be

screened before being loaded onto an aircraft.
To meet this rule Schiphol has to facilitate suffi-

cient screening capacity, so an extra hall -
TransÍer Screening Hall D (TSD) - has been con-
structed next to Hall D that is used exclusively
for screening transfer baggage. In this unit there
are four transfer unloading quays, including
screening equipment. A fifth unloading quay
has been connected from the Hall D to TSD.

There are four carousels for extra capacity for
emergencies, such as partial system failure.

Basement E quays
At Basement E four new unloading quays with
screening equipment have been installed and
connected to the system at Basement F. rlnit.
Through these quays some 4,000 bags per hour
could be handled. These quays replace the un-

loading quays in the old Central unit, which is

making way Íor the Backbone.
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I Three novel technologies have been tested at Schiphol's Innovative Baggage Handling Area, From left to right: the Mechanical Unloading Module; the Automatic Load
Transpod; and a robot for loading containers.
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t Schiphol was Europe's Íifth busiest airport by passenger vol-
ume in 2010, behind London Heathrow, Paris Gharles de Gaulle,
Fiankfurt and Madrid.
a ln terms of cargo volume, it ranks third in Europe,
I lt processed almost 50 million baggage items in 2010; the
aim of 70MB is to enable the airport to handle 70 million lug-
gage items a year
I The daily average of 120,000-160,000 baggage items can rise
to 180,000 on peak days
I Almost 2,0fi) people are engaged in baggage handling,
of which 12!i are Schiphol employees and 1,100 are KLM
employees.
tl ln total, the baggage areas include 21 km oÍ conveyor and
a 5 km rail system, The systems operate on 105 servers, while
the combined rail systems in Pier D and South are powered by
almost 2,000 engines.
O Baggage items can travel up to 2.5 km within the handling
system

New South Hall
The 15,000 m'zSouth Hall is situated in Íront of Schiphol's air traffic control
tower and includes various technical innovations. There are six baggage-

loading robots and a fully automated buffer underground with 4,200 stor-
age positions. The South Hall also contains 20 short laterals, two transfer
unloading quays including screening equipment and two carousels. In to-
tal 2,000 transÍer bags per hour can be handled.

Since the hall opened on 16 March, KLM Customer Ground Handling
has operated it to handle all Transavia.com flights, and within two years
some KLM flights will be included.

To research, develop and test new smart technologies, an Innovative
Baggage Handling Area (IBHA) has been set aside at Schiphol. The IBHA
aims to automate baggage processes throughout Schiphol to improve
working conditions for handling staff.

This involves the automated loading of carts and containers and the
automated transporting and unloading of containers. 'And as automation
demands standardisation, a standard load unit is to be developed to re-
place the current load units in various sizes," said Lakerveld. "These vari-
ous IBHA projects together make one single concept for automated bag
handling."

IBHA projects include a robot for loading containers; a Mechanical Un-
loading Module (MUM); Automatic Load Transport (ALD; Standard Load
Unit Schiphol (SLES) to replace the existing baggage carts; and a new dolly
to support SLES.

Schiphol's baggage robots load baggage trolleys (to be replaced by
SLES) and containers, before these are transported to the aircraÍt. The
robot catches bags from the belt on its tilting and turning small flat de-
vice. All these bags are then scanned and filed into a database. After this
the robot puts the bag or suitcase on the trolley or into the container.
Because the robot knows the size of its baggage items, it exactly knows
where and how to put them in the trolley or container efficiently. "lt also
cares for tough baggage items, such as synthetic suitcases and soft items,
such as backpacks and weekender bags," said Lakerveld.

Schiphol's partners on the robot proiect are VIBM and Grenzebach
Automation, which started in 2006 with a pilot installation in Basement
E. The prototype was tested and assessed before being replaced by an
improved version in late 2007. Now six baggage-loading robots are in use
in the South Hall, where KLM baggage-handling stafÍ are being trained to
operate them.

Each robot can load four baggage items per minute, removing the
physical burden on staÍf of lifting heavy objects. "The robot has been put
in service just to add handling capacity and not to replace current staff,"
lakerveld emphasised. 'Also this robot contributes to Schiphol's pull-
management by loading trolleys and containers as soon as there are suf-
Êcient bags available."

AII and MUM
Through the ALI the MUM receives fully loaded containers or SLESs.

MUM picks its containers piece by piece, turns them and shakes all bags
on its unloading lateral. After this MUM puts the emptied container back
on ALT. Meanwhile, all baggage items flow through an innovative screen-
ing device from Eagle Vision, which watches the position of each bag on
the lateral and corrects this - automatically if necessary.

MUM removes the need for baggage staff to unload containers manu-
ally. By unloading load units with shorter transfer connecting times,
MUM is intended to reduce peaks in activity at Schiphol. By August 2009

a pilot started with ALT and MUM at the TSD area. After just two weeks
KLM started to unload 'cold' or 'hot' bags through the MUM, and the
system was put into service in April 2010. Moderniek designed and sup-
plied the MUM and ALT.

SLES
SLES is an aluminium tray which is under development to replace the ex-

isting baggage trolleys. SLES can be transported by ALI, unlike current
trolleys. The tray is being developed with an accompanying dolly for use
on the apron or in baggage-handling areas.

There is no turning device under SLES, resulting in a lower weight than
a standard trolley.

Part Two?
Through all these programmes, Schiphol aims to meet future challenges of
transfer capacity. However, the 70MB goals have not been entirely met,
and a second phase oÍ the project is planned. "From 2013 the programme
will focus on arriving and departing baggage processes," Lakerveld con-
cluded. "Elements of 70MB Part 2 are renovation and further automation
and mechanisation of Hall D and Basement E, and extensions of its trans.
fer capacity. Research is ongoing today." Frits Njiol,

on the grCIund"
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